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Introduction and background to research!

• April 2013 OFT launch investigation into children’s
‘in-app’ purchasing."
• The main purpose was to investigate whether there was
general market compliance with consumer protection
law and whether online and app-based games include
commercial practices that may be considered
misleading, aggressive or unfair.!
• Increased public awareness/ interest/ concern around
the issue:!

Typical press story of the issue

Boy,  6,  racks  up  £1K  bill  buying  
'ʹgold'ʹ  for  zombie  game	
•Boy'ʹs  parents  thought  they  were  
victims  of  an  elaborate  fraud  
sting	
•But  their  son  had  managed  to  
input  the  password  to  their  debit  
card  in  order  to  purchase  'ʹpretend  
gold'ʹ	
•Apple  has  agreed  to  refund  the  
money	
  
	

OFT’s concerns
•

a lack of transparent, accurate and clear up-front information relating, for
example, to costs, and other information material to a consumer's decision
about whether to play, download or sign up to a game

•

misleading commercial practices, including failing to differentiate clearly
between commercial messages and gameplay

•

exploiting children's inexperience, vulnerability and credulity, including by
aggressive commercial practices

•

including direct exhortations to children to buy advertised products or
persuade their parents or other adults to buy advertised products for them

•

payments taken from account holders without their knowledge, express
authorisation or informed consent.

Children’s media use and attitudes
About one in 10 of three to four year olds already played
online games (12 per cent) in 2013. Among five to 15 year
olds online gaming increased by five percentage points since
2012 to 37 per cent in 2013, which is mainly due to an
increase in game play among the five to 11 year olds.
In 2013, playing online games was the most popular online
activity of three to seven year olds and the second most
popular online activity for eight to 11 year olds, after using the
internet for homework purposes.

OFT methodology!
Literature review!
Complaints data!
Gameplay!!!!
Consultation with games
industry!
Consultation with consumer
groups and stakeholders!
!
Note compressed timeframe
and changeover to
Competition and Markets
Authority 1st April 2014"
!

My own involvement

Policy

!!

Production

Audience/
consumer

Researcher of children’s media
Editor of Children’s Media Yearbook,
published by Children’s Media
Foundation
Former secondary school teacher
Invited to consult with OFT in
September 2013

My research (Carnegie Trust)!
• ‘Quick and dirty’ or ‘rapid response’ research November 2013
– January 2014: effectively a short pilot study designed to
bring voice of the child into the ‘live’ policy process.!
• OFT principles released end of January and to become
enforceable from 1st April this year.!
• Three part structure:!

– Qualitative analysis of existing complaints
data to ascertain main themes
– New case studies generated – parent and
child interviews
– Focus groups with children

Headline findings/analysis: complaints!
• Parents unsure HOW to complain!
• Parents did not object to paying for content
per se - issues of fairness and proportion!
• Yet sense of paying ‘for nothing’!
• Techniques deeply embedded in the game!
• Claims of ‘addictive’ content!
• Belief that games have positive potential!
!

Featured case study: 9 year old boy, Pennicuik!
– Ran up £4500 during the October break on a Google
Nexus tablet: over 100 transactions in short space of time,
most with price point around £24.99 (NOT the most
expensive option)!
– Parents oblivious until received credit card statement!
– Credit card company willing to refund if Google didn’t
(Google did after great effort by parents to contact)!
– Game was a Facebook game accessed via Mother’s
account!
– Mother believes the game has much to commend it for her
child – including budgeting and decision making skills!

Case study: child perspective
Child had made previous (small) purchases
using pocket money!
Made small purchases at start of October week
and as no ramification continued to make
bigger purchases – lack of understanding of
the bigger amounts in real terms!
He explained that progression would be slow or
even impossible without purchases!
Thought that a £40 per day limit would be ‘fair’!
!

Focus groups: primary school in Bo’ness!
• 9 focus groups with 70 children total (P7 and P6 children)
each lasting roughly 35 mins"
• Questions/themes were drawn from the concerns of the OFT
along with that which fell outwith their remit – what we
might call the ethical or moral dimension for children"
"
Had child felt upset or felt pressure to buy?"
How did children manage to spend lots of money in these games and if you
wanted to make a purchase what would you do?"
What were typical price points?"
Did they spend in games? Did their parents let them?"
How did online games compare value wise to e.g. console games?"
"

Focus group findings: highlights!
Diversity of moral stances!
Most children only allowed to play free games!
Most children happy to move on when reaching
a pay barrier.!
Reasonable awareness of price points and
acceptance that fair to charge: however - as per
case study – no real concept of what would
seem proportionate or fair as a spending cap!
No obvious confusion between real and virtual
currencies!
Clear understanding of ‘shopfront’!
No textual awareness of ‘tricks’!
Equal value placed on boxed and online games!
!

Initial analysis: broad brushstrokes!
OFT enforcement will put the pressure on the IP holder (i.e. the
game developer) rather than the platform provider.!
Deciding whether there are unfair practices present will be
difficult – one needs to PLAY the game to understand these.!
!
!!

Initial analysis continued
ALSO – specific to age and stage of child as an
individual or general perception (in general children
appeared reasonably savvy rather than vulnerable)!
Critical age may well be 12+ (fraudulent transaction as
criminal act?)!
Particular problem with ‘brand extensions’?!
Some findings at odds with other studies but in
keeping with insider industry beliefs:!
!
e.g. Phoneplay Plus data suggests 50% of children will make
purchases whereas the accepted industry ‘conversion’ rate
is 10% (my own findings would suggest 10% is more
realistic)

What next?!
Roll the focus groups out on bigger scale and with S1 and S2!
Interest from international partners in other jurisdictions!
Explore tension between traditional children’s media and new
media extensions of brand!
See how case law and enforcement develops after 1st April!
Working with games industry!
!
!!
!

Questions?

